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A new philosophy  
dedicated to self care.

The Bioline Jatò ® System, the tailor-made 
consulting, the tested face and body beauty 

projects and the exclusive massages guarantee 
maximum efficacy results.
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ESSENTIAL MASSAGES
FBE - Face Beauty Experience 

Caresse 

Welcome Touch 

Eye and Lip  
 

ADVANCED MASSAGES
Prestige 

Lift Up 

Skin Roll 
 

ESSENTIAL TREATMENTS
24.7 Naturalbalance 

Aqua+ 

Pura+ 

Dolce+ 

Vita+ 
 

SPECIFIC TREATMENTS
Details Of Beauty 

De-Sense Instant Relief 
 

SUPERIOR TREATMENTS
Primaluce Exforadiance

De-Ox C Evolution

Lifting Code Diffusion Filler

Age Beauty Secret
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WELLBEING MASSAGES 
BBE - Body Beauty Experience 

Jatowell  
 

FUNCTIONAL MASSAGES
DTM - Deep Tissue Mobilization 

DDM - Deep Draining Massage 

Shaping 
 

EXFOLIATING TREATMENTS
Exfo Marine 

Glyco Peel  
 

BANDAGE
Sculpt & Drn Bandage 

Sculpt & Lipo Bandage  
 

SPECIFIC TREATMENTS
Thalasso Experience 

Volcanic Soul 

White Flowers Wrap  
 

PREMIUM TREATMENTS
Thalasso Experience Premium 

Sculpt & Drn Bandage Premium 

White Flowers Wrap Premium

Body
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 Discover the Bioline Jatò treatments, 
sensorial paths based on the synergies 

among natural elements, advanced 
cosmetic research and specific 

manoeuvres, developed along forty 
years of experience and encoded in the 
exclusive Bioline Jatò ® System method.

Relying on the hands of the Bioline Jatò 
Beauty Experts means to rediscover the 

harmony with oneself thanks to the highly 
customizable treatments created for any 
type of need. Every path is a beauty ritual 
where mind and body are rebalanced for 

a deep and long-lasting wellbeing.

The Bioline Method,  
the art of the treatment

B I O L I N E  J AT Ò ® S Y S T E M
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Face

Essential Massages
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FBE Face Beauty Experience
Relaxing Draining Firming Touch 

Embracing manoeuvres loosen tension and encourage relaxation, 
activate the skin microcirculation and stimulate lymph secretion, 

providing muscles with renewed oxygen and improved tone. 
Precious synergies of essences evoke positive emotions and 

eradicate stress. A sensory experience that seduces body and soul, 
enhancing aesthetic treatments.

Welcome touch
Welcome Ritual

An embracing and relaxing massage for the hands, arms and back 
induces a sensation of tranquil wellbeing. It is the ideal welcoming 

ritual before any facial treatment.

Caresse
Comfort and Wellbeing

Relaxing movements combined with delicate, gentle pressures 
induce a sensation of comfort and great wellbeing to the face skin.

Eye and Lip
To enhance the details of the face

Delicate gestures giving brightness to the eye contour and 
relaxation to the lip area. Ultra-targeted massage providing instant 
relief, visibly diminishing puffiness, and dark circles under the eyes, 

while working on specific expression wrinkles.

Essential Massages

FACE
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Advanced Massages

Prestige 
To counteract wrinkles

Precise sequences of decontracting, oxygenating and stimulating 
movements are performed on each single wrinkle to provide 

instant visible results, which reduce the appearance  
of the signs of aging.

Lift up
For a lifting effect

A meticulous massage, which performs the targeted action  
of mimicking facial muscles, resulting in reshaping of the face  

and neck contours with a visibly instant, long-lasting lifting effect.

Skin roll
An energy infusion

An exclusive revitalizing massage that stimulates skin tissue deep  
down to provide a strong relaxing, draining and detoxifying 

action, which increases the skin permeability and the absorption  
of the active ingredients.

FACE
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Essential Treatments

24.7 Naturalbalance
Beauty supplement

A unique full immersion of vitamins, mineral salts and oxygenating elements sourced 
from fruits, plants and flowers. A blend of red berries, cherry, cress, hawthorn and 

elderflower preserves skin youthfulness, rebalancing essential elements. 

WITH WELCOME TOUCH MASSAGE AND CARESSE MASSAGE 50-60 MIN

Aqua+
Essential hydration

A harmonious water ritual: enveloping cosmetic formulas with hyaluronic  
acid concentrates, provide the skin with deep hydration, brightness and  

an instant fresh sensation. 

WITH FBE AND CARESSE MASSAGE 50-60 MIN

Pura+
Reawaken the purity of the skin

Precious vegetable-based active ingredients with a balancing and purifying  
effect applied with caring manoeuvres, take care of the impure and oily skin,  

leaving it purified, matt and uniform. A skin that shines of a new beauty. 

WITH FACE BEAUTY EXPERIENCE AND CARESSE MASSAGE 50-60 MIN

Dolce+
Comfort for sensitive skin

A sweet well-being ritual. Blackcurrant and blueberry extracts with soothing virtues, 
calm and reinforce even the most sensitive and delicate skin, providing instant relief. 

WITH FBE AND CARESSE MASSAGE 50-60 MIN

Vita+
Nourishment with wellbeing

A revitalizing treatment that deeply nourishes dry, dull and devitalized skin. It boosts 
the lipid content, restoring compactness and elasticity through biotech collagen and 
precious vegetable oils. A break for intense wellness that exalts the skin youthfulness. 

WITH FBE AND CARESSE MASSAGE 50-60 MIN

FACE
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De-sense Instant Relief
Instant relief for hypersensitive and reactive skin

An ultra-delicate, soothing and protective treatment, which provides instant relief to 
reactive skin. Innovative biomimetic peptides improve the skin tolerability to external 
aggression. Betaglucan, vegetal oils and liquorice extract restore the hydro-lipidic film 

integrity, providing fresh brightness and radiance to the face.

WITH FBE – DRAINING TOUCH 50-60 MIN

Details of Beauty
Enhances the most precious facial details

Precise manoeuvers soften expression lines of the eye and lip contour, while  
restoring brightness to the eye area and adding volume to the lips. An elixir  

of precious active ingredients, such as caviar, retinol and plant stem cells reduces  
the appearance of puffiness, eye bags and dark circles. 

WITH EYE AND LIP MASSAGE 35-40 MIN

Specific Treatments

FACE
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Superior Treatments

Primaluce Exforadiance
Awakens the brightness of the skin

An exclusive synergy of fruit acids exfoliates and renews the skin intensely,  
providing extraordinary brightness and an even complexion, visibly clearer and younger. 

Innovative peelings with different concentrations offer a targeted beauty action  
to prematurely aged, thickened, impure skin and skin with dark spots.

WITH FBE AND CARESSE MASSAGE 50-60 MIN

De-ox C evolution
Strengthens the vitality and compactness of the skin

A revitalizing treatment, which combines the most advanced forms of Vitamin C  
with innovative functional substances such as Maslinic Acid and Ectoin, to return 

immediate splendour to the face. The treatment offers a global protection against 
damages caused by external aggression and acts as a beauty shield, preserving  

skin compactness and restoring the natural glow of the skin.

WITH SKIN ROLL MASSAGE 60 MIN 
WITH FBE AND SKIN ROLL MASSAGE 70 MIN

Lifting Code diffusion filler
For a lifted and replumped look

Latest-generation treatment providing an intensive beauty action. Formulas  
with highly concentrated natural collagen and hyaluronic acid outline the profile of face 

and neck. The visible lifting and filling effects are combined with the bio-revitalizing  
and elasticizing action, enhancing the face contours.

WITH LIFT UP MASSAGE 60 MIN 
WITH FBE AND LIFT UP MASSAGE 70 MIN

Age Beauty Secret
The secret of a timeless skin

The cutting-edge technology: a multi-correction treatment based on exclusive algae 
extracts and plant stem cells. It reduces the appearance of signs of aging and promotes 

skin elasticity, while restoring natural beauty and brightness to the face. 

WITH PRESTIGE MASSAGE 60 MIN 
WITH FBE AND PRESTIGE MASSAGE 70 MIN

FACE
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Body

Wellbeing Massages
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BBE - Body Beauty Experience
Relaxing - Draining - Firming Touch

An unforgettable sequence of relaxing and enveloping manoeuvres, 
which loosens tension and breathes relaxation into the muscles. 
Light draining movements remove excess liquids and impurities,  

re-balancing tissue functionality. Detoxified skin is then ready  
to fully benefit from the following treatments.

Jatowell
For the wellbeing of the senses

An amazing relaxing experience performed with different massage 
techniques accompanied by music, colours and fragrances.  

This massage improves wellbeing for intense relaxation  
of body and mind.

Wellbeing Massages

BODY
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DTM - Deep Tissue Mobilization 
Shock action on blemishes caused by cellulite 

and water retention
An innovative technique with cross-fiber and draining movements.  

It stimulates blood microcirculation and lymphatic drainage, 
promoting a reduction in liquid accumulation, while encouraging the 

elimination of waste and toxins. An ideal supporting massage for 
treatments targeting the blemishes of cellulite and water retention.

DDM - Deep Draining Massage 
Shock action on blemishes caused by adiposity 

and water retention
Deep and enveloping movements, which drain muscles and adipose 

tissues in order to remove waste and toxins, loosen tension, 
improving compactness and flexibility. This massage acts locally  

on lower limbs, arms and back. 

Shaping
To reshape and tone

Enveloping and relaxing stroke-movements promote  
a draining and toning action on tissues with a unique modeling  

effect on the silhouette.

Functional Massages

BODY
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Exfoliating Treatments

Exfo Marine
For a silky and purified skin

A scrub made of pure salt crystals from the dead sea, papaya 
extract and centella asiatica that are used to promote the 

elimination of dead cells and improve the skin evenness, reducing 
the orange peel look. 

WITH BBE 30-35 MIN 
WITH DDM OR DTM MASSAGE 60 MIN

Glyco Peel 
For a smooth and bright skin 

Precious treatment renewing peeling providing vitality to the skin. 
Thanks to the exfoliating and illuminating properties of the fruit 

acids it smooths the skin, stimulating its renewal and compactness. 
It provides an extraordinary softness and brightness. 

WITH BBE 30-35 MIN  
WITH SHAPING OR JATOWELL MASSAGE 80 MIN

BODY
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Sculpt & DRN Bandage
 For sculpted looking legs

The synergy among bandage, draining massage and concentrate 
essences makes this treatment extremely effective to reduce the 

look of blemishes caused by water retention. It gives an immediate 
sensation of freshness and lightness. 

WITH BBE 35-40 MIN 
WITH DTM OR DDM MASSAGE 70 MIN

Sculpt & Lipo Bandage
For a reshaped look of abdomen, 

thighs and buttocks
The synergy among bandage, modelling massage and concentrate 

essences makes this treatment highly effective in reducing  
the appearance of fat deposits localized on thighs, buttocks  

and abdomen. 

CON BBE 35-40 MIN 
WITH DTM OR DDM MASSAGE 70 MIN

Bandage

BODY
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Specific Treatments

Thalasso Experience 
Targeted to blemishes caused by cellulite  

and water retention
This treatment is targeted to water retention. Seaweed extracts 
and sea salts perform a deeply purifying ritual, improving the 

appearance of the body contours that are smoother, with gained 
elasticity and compactness, while simultaneously providing  

a sensation of pure wellbeing and lightness. 

WITH BBE 50 MIN 
WITH DTM MASSAGE 70 MIN

Volcanic Soul 
Targeted to blemishes caused by localized adiposity

This highly functional and extremely pleasant treatment reduces  
the appearance of localized fat deposits on the thighs, buttocks and 

abdomen areas. Volcanic sand from Polynesie and remineralizing 
seaweeds improve the look of the silhouette. 

WITH BBE 50 MIN 
WITH DDM MASSAGE 70 MIN

White Flowers Wrap 
Targeted to blemishes caused  

by sagging and aged skin
A soft body masque, rich in precious oils and white flower extracts,  

which blend with the skin providing softness and radiance.  
A regenerating ritual of pure pleasure for the senses that restores 

skin elasticity and compactness, preventing the appearance  
of stretch marks. 

WITH BBE 40 MIN 
WITH SHAPING OR JATOWELL MASSAGE 80 MIN

BODY
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Premium Treatments

Thalasso Experience Premium 
Double action treatment targeted to blemishes  

caused by cellulite and water retention
The action of the bandage, targeted to the critical areas  

of the body, together with the extraordinary effectiveness of the 
algae mud, gives an experience of pure wellbeing and an amazing 

sensation of lightness, reducing the visibility of the blemishes 
caused by water retention and cellulite.

WITH BBE 60 MIN 
WITH DTM OR DDM MASSAGE 80 MIN

Sculpt & DRN Bandage Premium 
Legs relief and wellbeing

Highly effective legs treatment that, thanks to the combination  
of the salt crystal scrub with the compressive action of the bandage, 

perform a strong anti-fatigue action, providing a sensation  
of relief and wellbeing.

WITH BBE 60 MIN 
WITH DTM OR DDM MASSAGE 80 MIN

White Flowers Wrap Premium 
To renew, hydrate and rejuvenate  

the skin of the legs
Sensory treatment that, thanks to the combination of a fruit acid 

peeling with a rich in white flower extracts wrap, encourages  
the skin renewal, moisturizing it deeply and making  

it look youthful and firm. 

WITH BBE 50 MIN 
WITH SHAPING OR JATOWELL MASSAGE 90 MIN

BODY
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BIOLINE SRL 
MADE IN ITALY

Viale Bolognini 78 
38122 Trento Italy
+39 0461 933209
bioline@bioline-jato.com 
www.bioline-jato.com
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